
 
 

BULLETIN 1 
 

Organizer: SPORTCENTRUM Jičín 

 

Date:  August 11 - 13, 2017 

 

Centre: E1 - camp Svitačka (50.5100308N, 15.2306883E) near the village of Troskovice, limited space – 

please be considerate of other visitors, parking space will be specified later 

E2 + E3 - meadow under the pension Brada (50.4682494N, 15.3309600E) in the village Brada-

Rybníček, parking in the meadow beneath the pension 

Parking fee will be collected, the amount will be specified later 

Competitions are held in Natural reserve Bohemian Paradise - a strict ban on parking and 

camping out of the areas marked by the organizer! 

Beware of a one-way arrival and departure to the parking area at Brada! 

It is not possible to access the event centre by private bus. 

In the event of bad weather, parking can be moved out of centre. 

 

Program: Stage 1 (E1) Friday 11. 8. Middle distance   start 00 = 15:00 

  Stage 2 (E2) Saturday 12. 8.  Long distance (shortened) start 00 = 10:00 

  Stage 3 (E3) Sunday 13. 8.  Middle distance  start 00 = 9:30 

   

  Final results will be taken as a sum of times from all stages. 

 

Registration: Opened on Friday, 11. 8. 2014 from 1 pm in the event centre and always 1 hour before the start of 

the E2 and E3. 

 

Categories: DH10N, DH10, DH12, DH14, DH16, DH18, DH21EAB, H21C, DH35, DH40, DH45, DH50, DH55, 

DH60, DH65, DH70, H75, H80, P, T, HDR 

 

HDR – a marked course for children with parents, DH10N – a marked course only for children 

P – a course for beginners, T – a training course for experienced 

 

Categories HDR, P and T are non-competitive. They have their own race in ORIS. There is a 

reduced starting fee, it is possible to enter on the spot after the presentation is over and 

competitors can enter for individual stages. The start is up to you from 00 until the end of the 

start. Control descriptions will only be on the map, maps will not be waterproof, children can also 

punch by pliers in the paper card. Map protectors and paper cards will be available at the start. 

The track can be run with or without a SI card. If you run with a SI card and you will have an 

interest in split times, it is possible to read the SI card on a small thermoprint on a presentation 

(not on a "normal" SI reading!). The results will not be published or announced. 

 

If the number of competitors in the DH21EAB category exceeds 50, it may be limited. 

 



Entries:  Through system ORIS (main race, non-competitive categories), or on email: sjc@post.cz 

After 23. 7. 2017 and on the spot only if possible for the organizers. 

Limited number of participants to 1100. 

 

Entry fees: 

 

 Until 25. 6. 2017 Until 23. 7. 2017 Later and on the spot 

category all 1 stage all 1 stage all 1 stage 

HDR 180,- 60,- 180,- 60,- 180,- 60,- 

DH10N 180,- - 180,- - 180,- - 

P 300,- 100,- 300,- 100,- 300,- 100,- 

T 400,- 150,- 400,- 150,- 400,- 150,- 

DH10-14, DH65 and older 400,- - 500,- - 600,- - 

other 500,- - 600,- - 700,- - 

 

Prices are in CZK. 

 

Payment: bank transfer to SC Jicin at Fio banka, a.s (Millennium Plaza, V Celnici 10, 117 21, Praha 1): 

2100548718/2010 

IBAN: CZ3520100000002100548718 

BIC/SWIFT: FIOBCZPPXXX  

As a note please use your club name or name of the competitor. 

If necessary, it is also possible to pay at the registration (in CZK only). 

 

Distances: Event centre E1 - camp:  12 km 

Event centre E2 + E3 - camp: 0 m 

Event centre - car parkings: 0 - 1000 m (to be specified later) 

Event centre - start E1-E3: up to 2000 m (to be specified later) 

Event centre - finish E1-E3: 0-1000 m (to be specified later) 

 

Maps:  E1 Cipísek  1: 10 000, equidistance 5 m (ISOM 2000) 

E2 Manka  1: 10 000, equidistance 5 m (ISOM 2000) 

E3 Rumcajs 1: 10 000, equidistance 5 m (ISOM 2000) 

Maps will be waterproof (except HDR, P and T). 

 

Terrain: Hilly coniferous forest of a good runability, with sandstone formations, small and large rocks. 

 

Punching System: 

SPORTident - SI-card can be borrowed for 50 CZK per stage. 

Categories HDR, P and T can run with or without SI card. If you run with a SI card and you will 

have an interest in split times, it is possible to read the SI card on a small thermoprint on a 

presentation (not on a "normal" SI reading!). Children on HDR can punch into the paper card 

(available at start, punching will not be checked, cards will remain to children). 

 

Accommodation: 

The organizers provide a temporary campsite in the E2 + E3 centre. The camp will be open on 

Friday at 13 o'clock. Earlier arrival is not possible! Cars cannot park near tents. Not suitable for 

campervans. 

There will be drinking water, emergency washing, hot and cold snacks. 

Price 150, - per person for the whole stay, children 0-6 years free of charge. Pay together with 

starting fee. 

 

Accommodated will get a tag showing their payment. Those without that tag will not be admitted 

http://oris.orientacnisporty.cz/Zavod?id=3728
http://oris.orientacnisporty.cz/Zavod?id=4134
mailto:sjc@post.cz


to the camp. 

 

Another option is in Brada pension, order at http://www.penzion-brada.cz/.  

 

There are many other accommodation facilities in Jičín region. 

 

Swimming: For swimming you can use the Jinolice ponds (2 km on foot) or the swimming pool in Jičín (5 km). 

 

Prize giving: After E3 at the competition centre. Rewarded will be the best three in each category except HDR, 

P and T. All children in the category HDR present at the ceremony will get a small reward. 

 

Information: http://scjicin.cz/rumcajsovymile 

https://www.facebook.com/rumcajsovymile/ 

sjc@post.cz 

Petr Špicar: 602 312 211, 

Promotion of races is for free, any other sale only with the permission of the race director. 

 

Officials: event director  Petr Špicar 

  race controllers  Michal Drobník (E1), Petr Žaloudek (E2), Jaroslav Havlík (E3) 

  course setters  Jan Beneš (E1), Jiří Kazda (E2), Zdeněk Koťátko (E3) 

 

Races take place in the Natural reserve Bohemian Paradise, there is a strict ban on the use of shoes with spikes! 

It will be checked at the start. 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

http://www.penzion-brada.cz/
http://scjicin.cz/rumcajsovymile
https://www.facebook.com/rumcajsovymile/
mailto:sjc@post.cz

